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Bleed Area

Look at the cards and invent a story that links them all together.  

Feel free to re-order them.The cards are your inspiration, not your limitation!

Write down your story, read it to others or work on it yourself.   
Try using the same set of cards to create a completely different story.  Have fun!

Design by: Adam Gill
World of Possibilities
adamgill001@gmail.comAdam Gill

World of Possibilities
adamgill001@gmail.com
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STORYCARDS : SECRETS & MEMORIES

With 16 cards you can create hundreds of stories.

Cut 2 sheets of A4 card into 16 equal sized cards.

Use a pen to design a border on each card, 
as elaborate or simple as you like.

On each card draw a simple image that 
that represents something from your life. 
Events, places, objects, animals, anything.

Once you have created the full set, 
shuffle them like a pack of playing cards.

Lay out the first 6 cards.



Amy Stubbs
@amystubbsprints
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Bleed Area

Your bucket list will grow with you.  You may want to remove 
things from your list  because they are no longer important to you.  
You will surely want to add things along the way. 

A bucket list is not a must-do list.  It allows you to dream without 
limits, think about who you want to be, where you want to go, and 
things you want to accomplish. You never know when an 
opportunity will present itself.

Permission to DREAM

Try to place at least 50 items on your Bucket List!

Update your list each year 
on the same day. 

Add notes, checkmarks, 
feelings etc.

Draw pictures, 
add colour, 

cut-out images, 
or just write.

Try to place at least 50 items on your Bucket List!Try to place at least 50 items on your Bucket List!

It can be a list 
on a piece of 

paper or in your 
sketchbook.

Keep it some-
place safe, 

someplace that 
is all yours.

Renee Rainville
renee@quanticopia.co
FB: Quanticopia
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Creating a Living Bucket List

What is a bucket list?
Bucket lists seem like morbid things; planning all the things you want to do before you die.
But in the end, it provides a way to write down your aspirations. 

Why do people have bucket lists?
For some it is the act of making the list rather than the list itself that is important.
Do any of the reasons below resonate with you?

Feel accomplished
Writing down things down means you can 
also check them off in the future. Write down 
things that you will do soon and later.

Feel organised
Being a teenager is a difficult time. Writing 
down things you want to accomplish 
reminds you that you are successful.

Feel Relaxed 
Writing helps empty thoughts that might be 
causing anxiety. Write them down and the 
mind can relax.
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Begin by cutting the scarf in your bag into  four equal squares 
(30cm x 30cm) 

1 SCARF: Hold one of the scarves in one hand. Hold it in the middle with the back of your 
hand facing upwards. Lift your arm and throw it up and across your body to your other hand. 
Reach high up with your other hand and catch the scarf as you bring your first hand down 
(also called clawing). Now repeat this move and throw back to the first hand. Try to make 
each throw to the same height. The higher you throw it, the more time you have to catch it. 

2 SCARVES: Hold a scarf in each hand. Throw a scarf from one hand as you did above. 
When it gets as high as it is going to go, throw the second scarf. You should be aiming to 
find a steady rhythm (throw, throw, catch, catch). Repeat this several times. Don’t throw or 
catch both scarfs at the same time. Music might help you to space out the throws so they all 
happen in time with the music. 

3 SCARVES: If you’re left-handed, hold two scarfs in this hand and one scarf in the other 
hand (or the other way round if you’re right-handed). Throw one of the two scarves. When it 
reaches its peak, throw the scarf from your other hand. When that scarf reaches its peak, 
you can throw the third scarf, and then just keep alternating throws between your hands. 
This is called a ‘cascade’ and could go on forever!

Colin Jackson
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Scarves are a great way to learn how to juggle 
before you move on to other objects.  

It’s juggling in slow motion!

LEARN 
TO 

JUGGLE
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You can use the contents of the bag to create your own masks. 

1. Decide whether you want to create a half mask or a full mask. 
2. Tape two sheets of A4 paper together to make a surface big enough to cover your 

face. Draw an outline on the sheets that’s face shaped (an oval) and cut it out. 
3. Draw the main features of a face on the mask template - mouth, nose, eyes, eye 

brows and any facial lines on cheeks or forehead - to communicate a fixed emotion 
- surprise, sadness, anger, fear, happiness etc. The bolder the expression the 
better. You could stick the string in places to add depth and use the watercolours to 
give colour/definition.  

4. Cut the string so that it’s long enough to attach to the mask to your face and can slip 
easily over your head. Tie a knot when it’s the right size. 

5. Use the mirror to look at yourself. Try to copy the expression you’ve given to your 
mask with your own face. This will help you to develop movements that echo the 
emotion you’ve given to the mask. If you’ve gone for a half mask, you can play 
around with tone of voice. 

6. Have a go at making some other masks showing different expressions/character 
types.

Colin Jackson
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Creating Character Masks

Masks have been used in the theatre for thousands of years They’re a quick 
way to show the audience the type of character the actor is playing. Have a 
look at these examples. Some are half masks that allow the actor to speak 
and some are full masks where the actor uses just movement to express the 
character.
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Y�r identity shifts and 
changes all the time.

It is fluid.

Who are you?
In your sketchbook or using string and pegs, create a 
display that shows things you identify with.

Ideas you could include:
- Personality traits

- Music you like
- Your religion

- Your political views
- Your hobbies

- Any languages you speak
- Your culture

Paint them, write them down, draw them, cut them out.
It is yours and should reflect who you are from day to day. 

It’s also ok to decide that some things don’t represent you 
anymore if you look back at it in a few days, weeks or months. 

You can always change your interests or just add new ones.

Renee Rainville
renee@quanticopia.co
FB: Quanticopia
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I am constantly in motion...

Why should I change anything about me? 
One day, they’re all going to see that everything I am 

and everything I stand for is worth the wait and the power
that is me. 
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War Is Peace
Freedom Is Slavery

Ignorance Is Strength

(From '1984' by George Orwell)

@AlunKirby
www.alunkirby.com

All human beings
are born free

and equal in dignity
and human rights

(UN Declaration of
Human Rights article 1)

None are more
hopelessly enslaved

than those who falsely
believe they are free

(Johann Wolfgang
von Goethe)

Freedom?

Alun Kirby
@AlunKirby

www.alunkirby.com



All over the world people fight for 'FREEDOM'.
But what is FREEDOM? Are you FREE? Who decides
what you can or cannot do? How is FREEDOM
represented by our media and government? Do we
live in a FREE society? Is everyone equally FREE?

1. What does FREEDOM mean to you? Set it down
using as few words as possible.

2. Movements need symbols. Design your FREEDOM
symbol.

3. Words have power. Give your fight for FREEDOM
a strong slogan.

4. Design propaganda material to help share your
ideas of FREEDOM.

5. Using your materials, can you persuade others
to join the fight for your idea of FREEDOM?

To be free is not merely to cast off one's chains, but to live in a
way that respects and enhances the freedom of others. (Nelson Mandela)
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---VistAal N1ttmkler NoVJseVJse 
It can be difficult to remember numbers. But this can be improved if you use a memory 
trick called visual number nonsense. 
So to remember a fact like that earth is 92,955,807 miles from the sun create a storyline 
using visual number rhymes (as shown on the front of this postcard), like this; 

... 
11,J 

• 

'There's a grape 'lt VINE, in a stinky SHOE on top of another grape._ VINE carried by a 
bee that flies through one�BEEHIVE and then tanother�BEEHIVEs, and then over 
the garden■GATE of a super"J,HERO who kicks the bee up onto BUDDHAs lap on a 
cloud in HEAVEN�',:;:.' 

( ' 

'- �:..; 

The secret is to see the story happening in your mind, addding extra bits to help. Like the 
horrid stink of the shoe, or the bees pain when it's kicked. The more you practise, the 
quicker you will be able to create this visual number nonsense. 

,:{� Activity: What's the visual number nonsense of your birthdate or an important phone 
· number? Can you use these to remember 10, 20 or even 50 numbers?

Rea� 





@lizfosterart

Draw an outer edge to paint in  
- I’ve used a rectangle, but a 
circle works really well too. 

Start by painting one shape, 
then add another...& another...

First, wet your paints - It
helps them work better.  

Only mix 2 colours 
together to avoid your 
colours going muddy. 

Change your water when 
it gets mucky - it keeps 
colours bright & fresh. 

Use a tissue to dab 
your brush on.
 

Mix colours on the lid. 

I like to leave a gap 
between the shapes.

Experiment! Wet some 
of the paper & then dot 
some paint on... 



Abstract Watercolour Painting
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L.S. Lowry (1887 – 1976)
Lowry only used five different colours in his work; ivory black, vermillion, 
Prussian blue, yellow ochre and flake white. His application of the colours 
was more complicated than this palette suggests as he used the colours 
either on their own to emphasise features within the composition, or more 
generally, mixed in blends. Lowry often used a white background and did 
not include shadows, giving his pictures a dreamlike quality. 

He applied the paints using his fingertips, thumb, a rag or either end of his 
paintbrush to achieve the preferred effect, smearing the paint across the 
dry surface. Lowry did not reproduce colours exactly as he saw them, but 
rather used them to express mood, emotion and feelings.

Why not take part in our COVID-19 Time Capsule  - Add your portrait or
record your memories, experiences and reactions to life in lockdown.
To take part, please visit www.yorkcastlemuseum.org.uk and click on the 
Time Capsule banner on the home page for details.
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Lockdown Landscape 
Choose a landscape you would like to 
paint; maybe somewhere you have 
missed during lock down?   

Choose five colours of paint & add a 
little water to them. Mix them to make 
as many different colours as you can.
Tip: Use the lid of the paint tin to 
test mixing colours. 
Can you use colour to express 
different moods?   

Try using different ways of painting on 
your paper to create different effects. 
Use your fingers, the corners of a 
piece of card, or the wrong end of the 
paintbrush. Is there anything else in 
the bag you could use to apply 
paint to your picture?

Tip: Cut round red lines to make a 
view finder to focus on a view. 
L.S Lowry's painting of Clifford’s
Tower is in York Art Gallery. Lowry's
paintings are best known for large
crowds of ‘matchstick’ figures, but the
Clifford’s Tower painting doesn’t have
many figures. Social distancing
means many
landscapes now lack people!

Tip: Use the lid of the paint tin to 

Tip: Cut round red lines to make a 
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YUR ROBOT

Time to create ‘YUR’-own anime robot.

Sketch out your character.

Re-draw – exaggerate and simplify.

Create a skeleton for your robot.

Remember put your character in a 
dramatic pose.

Use lollypop sticks, strapped together 
with masking tape.

Make base using 2-3 layers of card 
stuck together. Tape skeleton to base.

Design/Cut out robot plate sections.

Glue larger plate sections in place.
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Make lower part of robot 
heavier and wider.

Add smaller sections to 
create interesting details.

Use more lollypop sticks, 
cut into pieces, to create 
‘wings’, ‘sword’ etc.

Maybe use colourful 
pegs to add more details.

Make your own design!
Create your own parts!
Improvise. Be original.

Design by: Adam Gill
World of Possibilities
adamgill001@gmail.com
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THE LOOKING GLASS

The world can look different when viewed through a looking glass.

The basic frame.  Cut a card rectangle 
3cm wider than the mirror in all directions, 
fold in half and mark out half of the mirror
on the folded card.  Draw a line 2cm inside 
that line and (keeping the card folded) 
cut out this piece.

The ‘handle’. Cut out another piece 
of card the same height as your basic frame, 
but 8cm wider.  Using  scissors, score 
3 fold lines. Use these folds to make a 
single concertina fold and glue that 
fold in place.  Stick the completed grip 
onto the back of the mirror and your frame.

Cut a variety of shapes from sheets of 
coloured card. Sharp, organic, geometric, 
you decide. Maybe shade them.
Stick the shapes on the basic frame.

1.

2.

3.
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Time to re-imagine your world.  Look over your shoulder, find interesting views
or even everyday objects to draw or paint, using your new perspective.

Try using abstract shapes and unreal colours to represent objects and people.  
Feel free to experiment. This is your unique view of the world.

Design by: Adam Gill
World of Possibilities
adamgill001@gmail.com



Craftivists apply their creativity towards making a 
difference in the world, one person at a time. 

A person practising Craftivism may take part in 
activities such as teaching knitting lessons, 

crocheting hats for the less fortunate, and sewing 
blankets for abandonded animals.

The idea came about because people realised 
that you can use your creativity to 

communicate with others.
Craftivists open minds and hearts.

Follow this 
QR code 

using your 
smartphone 

by opening 
up the 

camera and 
holding it 
above to 

scan. 

CRAFT & ACTIVISM =
CRAFTIVISM



As much as becoming a craftivist is about fighting the bad things of this world, it 
is also about fighting the bad things we tell ourselves. 

Create some affirmation postcards using the card and watercolour paints. 
Practice some decorative lettering telling yourself you are enough. 
You are beautiful. You are brave. 

Give the affirmation cards to others, kind gestures can help those 
recognise that you care and are there for them. 

Create a poster to raise awareness of something that you feel is important. 

 Your sketchbook can be a place of reflection, it can keep your thoughts, 
memories and creative ideas together. Consider it as a place for you and a 
place in which is free of judgement. 

Use your sketchbook to draw or write about a world in which you would like to 
be part of. 









1) Select 5 objects from the bag /fJ
and place them out in front of you (/' _ 

2) Sit down near the objects. settle
into your posture and take a deep
breath in and then out. Repeat x 212..?

3) Pich up each item in turn and tnin"
/ � 

the other side of the card and then 

 
�QMt �ach Qf th� to�i�s .suggest��_ 

 

'1l1!!Jt,

f 1

 
olac; th-e item back-�;n-again.. • .. 

4) When you have finished take another 2 

0 

deep breaths in and out. Wiggle your finger). - "'"' 
and toes. stretch and finally stand up slowl.y. 

Katrina Mansfield Artist 

www.katrinamansfieldartist.co.uk 

@katrinamansfieldartist 
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What Makes MeMe?

For 400 years philosophers have thought memories make us who we are

'We are our memories - we do not simply possess them' - John Sutton

Memories help us understand who we are and how we became that person

If we lose our memories do we lose our 'self'?

What memories make youYOU?



Self-portrait in Memories

Lost my
favourite toy

Moved house,
got my own
room

Cut two pieces of paper longer than you are tall. Glue them together and draw
round yourself (or ask someone to help with this bit!)

Use images, words, symbols, objects - anything you think works - to represent
your memories inside your outline. Notice how thinking of one memory can trigger
another. This way memory works is known by philosophers as associationism.
Think about memories from early childhood right up to today.

Share your portrait with those close to you.Do they remember things the
same way you do?!?What are their strongest memories of you?

Thre
w up

in

class

Had a secret crush...

Stayed up all night to
finish that book

It was always chips
onThursdays

My friend died when
I was 5 years old

Broke leg falling
out of tree

Chickenpox scars

First
holid

ay,

boug
ht a

brac
elet

Did a 5k runfor charity

G
et
tin
g
m
y

ea
rs
pi
er
ce
d

Burnt myself
on a campfire

I wante
d to be

a firefig
hter so

much!

Found
£5, spe

nt it o
n....

I lo
ve
d

tho
se
fur
ry

bo
ot
s

Dog died,
my heart
broke

My best
ever haircut

Started
'big school'
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